"The General Assembly declares 4 to 10 October World Space Week
to celebrate each year at the international level the contributions
of space science and technology to the betterment of the human condition"
UN General Assembly resolution, 6 December 1999

Teacher and Science Center Information
An overview on the education activities during the World Space Week.
The World Space Week Association, in partnership with the Space Generation Advisory Council,
Mars Society, the Austrian Space Forum and the Kiwispace Foundation has teamed‐up for a series
of public Mars analog research demonstrations including the Mars Desert Research Station in
Utah. In a unique global outreach and education Mars simulation between 04 – 10 October 2013,
teams of researchers, explorers and educators will inspire students and space enthusiasts about
the exploration of planet Mars and how we can benefit on Earth.
Your class, your school, your student group can be part of this global event.
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Context
Expecting hundreds of events in dozens of countries worldwide, we are encouraging students and
schools to take a first‐hand look into space exploration by bringing them in (virtual) contact with
research teams across the globe. The World Space Week and its key partners have set‐up an
infrastructure to connect these organizations with the public via a dedicated Mission Control Center
operated by the Austrian Space Forum in Innsbruck, Austria. An experienced team manages the
requests from schools and connects them to the research partners via a “flight plan”, assists in
technical matters and is the global hub for media activities in this project.
We are encouraging teachers, planetaria, science
museums and student teams to get in touch with
us and take a look into international projects and
even give your students a chance to talk to analog
astronauts, navigate rovers via the Internet or
actively participate in discussions about space
exploration and how we can benefit on Earth.

How can I participate? ‐ Options for your involvement
Depending on your audience, available technical infrastructure and time there are several no‐cost
options of how get involved.

1) Classroom activities: Teachers guide for 10‐14 year old students
At www.worldspaceweek.org, there is a link labelled “Education” directing to the Heinlein teacher
Guide for space education, currently available in seven languages (Czech, English, Italian, Japanese,
Korean, Malaysian and Spanish). On more than 40 pages, a series of easy‐to‐do classroom activities
are proposed there.
There will be more classroom activities posted there until the World Space Week.
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2) Classroom teleconferences to the Mission Control Center (MCC)
The MCC will be operated between 08:00‐24:00 CEST
everyday during the World Space Week. We have
flight controllers and staff experienced in interacting
with students and children who are eager to meet
your class virtually during e.g. a skype telecon. They
would be talking about space exploration and –most
importantly‐ be open for questions about space to
your audience.
This easy‐to‐arrange opportunity would last typically 30 min in order to accommodate it in your
class schedule. Languages covered will be English, German and Spanish. We will be offering up to 70
teleconference 1‐hour slots on a first‐come‐first‐serve basis.

3) Teleconferences to Partner events worldwide
We have partnered with more than a dozen research institutions worldwide who are showcasing
their exploration activities. These include teams developing simulation Mars rover, Mars spacesuit
prototypes or laboratory facilities. They are allowing for one of these three interactions:


watching the hardware in action (or, guided tours through their labs), with the opportunity
to ask questions about their work



ability to direct the hardware (e.g. asking the rover control team to take a sample or make a
360° panorama snapshot of their proving ground)



permission to actually control the hardware via the Internet: e.g. navigating a real Mars
analog rover in a Mars‐like setting.

One of the highlights for this interaction are
live‐links to the Mars Desert Research
Station in Utah: A six‐person crew of analog
astronauts will emulate aspects of a Mars
mission, taking samples, reporting on
geological

observations,

working

in

spacesuit simulators etc. They will participate in virtual classroom discussions or Google Hangouts
etc.
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4) Earth Master Sample – Rock sampling for future explorers
Taking surface samples is one of the traditional activities of explorers throughout history and will
also happen once we send humans to Mars. Following a very simple protocol –modeled after the
actual sampling procedures during professional Mars simulations‐ we are inviting students and
space enthusiasts worldwide to obtain their own rock sample in their location.
These samples shall then be sent to the MCC Innsbruck,
together with the geographical coordinates and a picture
of the sample site: Be it just outside the classroom or a
local rock quarry. The World Space Week will register and
collect these samples and mingle them into one single
“Earth Master Sample” – to be than mixed with a real
Mars meteorite.
This sample will be redistributed to space flight
institutions and decision‐makers to demonstrate a global
interest in space exploration.
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Next steps ‐ How to proceed
There are no costs involved from our side – most of the World Space Week activities are managed by
dedicated volunteers, who are often spaceflight professionals themselves. If you consider
participating in one of those four activities, please get in touch with us:
Send us an Email to edu@worldspaceweek.org stating
1. Contact coordinates of the teacher or team lead (Name, Email, Telephone Number,
Affiliation, Website)
2. In which activity you would like to participate
3. What time slots would be convenient for you – the more flexible you are on this, the easier
we can match the interaction

Deadline: 25th September 2013, 24:00 CEST (remember – first come, first serve), we will respond to
your Email within a few days, e.g. proposing interaction slots and which partners might be suitable
for your audience.
There will also be a website, where all slots for interaction with your group are displayed, including
live streams, schedule updates and other information. The address of this “World Space Week
dashboard” will be communicated once we establish contact with you.

World Space Week Contacts:

World Space Week Association

Austrian Space Forum / Mission Control Center

Remco Timmermans, Exec. Director

Dr. Gernot Groemer, President

957 NASA Parkway, Suite 350

Sillufer 3a, 6020 Innsbruck, Austria

Houston TX 77058, USA

www.oewf.org

www.worldspaceweek.org

gernot.groemer@oewf.org

rtimmermans@worldspaceweek.org
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